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User-friendly operation screen
The operation screen of Roland VersaWorks has been renewed and it is now available to customize
the layout by users preferences and operational environment. With the improved visual operability, it
reduces the wrong settings for RIPing and printing and also improves the operation efficiency.
Contents: 1. Display only Queue A Properties
2. Show Queue A , B Identifier
3. Display the print previews (for a test printing and others)
4. Icons for special items
5. Screen of the Job List
Go back to "Introduction of Roland VersaWorks3.0 New Functions"
1. Display only Queue A Properties
This function is for the users who expect a simple use of Roland VersaWorks.
It normally displays both Queue A Properties folder and Queue B Properties folder, but there might be
some users who use only Queue A Properties folder. With this function, it displays only Queue A
Properties, and it simplifies the layout and improves the visual operability.
< Setting >
1. Click the PC icon in the main window and open the
Preferences window.
2. Uncheck the [Use Queue B] button under the Input Folder in the
General tab
3. Only A folder is displayed as below in the main window on the left.
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2. Show Queue A & B Identifier
This is for the users using Roland VersaWorks extensively. When using both Queue A Properties and
Queue B Properties folders in the previous version, the jobs of both folders are displayed together in
the layout window and it is difficult to tell which Queue Properties each data belongs to.
As a solution for this case, you can select the function to show the indication of A or B as an identifier.
1. Click the PC icon in the main window and open the Preferences window.

2. Check the [Show Queue A , B Identifier in Layout Window] button under the Input Folder in
the General tab.

3. A & B Identifier is displayed on each job in the layout window on the right as shown below.
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3. Display the print previews (for a test printing and others)
The contents of preset data in Roland VersaWorks, such as Test Print/Test Cut and Roland Color
System Library, cannot be confirmed beforehand in the previous version.
In the new version, it is available to confirm the information such as the print size and the print preview
as follows.
-Test Print and Test Cut1. Open the pull down menu by clicking [Printer] in the Menu bar of the Roland VersaWorks.

2. The following windows open when clicking the [Test Print] or [Test Cut].

3. Confirm the contents and then, click [OK] button. It automatically starts printing after RIPing.
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- Printing Roland Color System Library 1. Open the pull down menu by clicking [Printer] in the Menu bar of the Roland VersaWorks.
2. The following windows open when clicking the [Color Chart Type 1] or [Color
Selector]. (This is the same when other Libraries are selected.)

3. Confirm the contents and then, click [OK] button. It automatically starts printing after RIPing.
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4. Icons of Special Items
When creating data, you select the Special Colors that are prepared for Roland VersaWorks original functions,
such as for cutting, Variable Data Printing and for using the special inks. However, if there are some wrong
settings or influences of transparent feature, the data may be created with the special color not functioning and
may fail in the output result. In order to reduce the problem, the icons of the special functions are now listed under
the [Document Information] > [Special Items] in the preview window of the main view. The following icons which
indicate the features of the data are now displayed as the Special Items when any data with special functions are
imported to Roland VersaWorks.

Special items
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5. Screen of the Job List
[Possible to Drag & Drop to either A or B]
When you Drag & Drop data on VersaWorks, you
don't need to switch Queue A or B in advance,
you just select the list of Queue A or B and then
you can drop the data in it.

[Job list field size is changeable by hand]
You can change the size by hand as shown on the
right, even if the screen size is limited.
* It is the same for the Job List in the Layout
window on the right side of VersaWorks.
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You can work with a simple screen by closing the
Job Lists.

* Note about the Job List at the bottom
When multiple printers are connected, the Job List
at the bottom cannot be closed.
You can operate a job in the Job List even if the
explorer button is closed.
However, if the explorer button is turned as closed,
Drag & Drop on VersaWorks is not possible when
you perform Print & Cut in combination with a...
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Printers switching can be confirmed at one sight
When using multiple printers, the illustration of the selected printer
is displayed when clicking the tab of the printer model in the main window
or the title bar of a Job List. The Job List turns to white from gray.
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Support of multiple printers
In the previous version, only one printer can be controlled from a PC with Roland VersaWorks
installed. The server functions of Roland VersaWorks have been enhanced this time and it enables you
to connect a maximum of four Roland printers from one PC.
With this new feature of supporting multiple printers, simultaneous RIP and printing of a maximum of four
printers is also possible depending on the number of the connected printers.
See the items in the content below for details.

1. Setting for several printers
2. Setting for the simultaneous printing
3. Setting for the simultaneous RIP
4. Check information of several printers at one view

1. Setting for several printers

It is possible to output to multiple printers from one PC, as shown in the left picture.
The setting is completed just by adding a printer in the Printer Settings window.
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2. Settings for simultaneous printing

Simultaneous printing is
not available

3. Settings for simultaneous RIP
When multiple printers are set, a maximum of four jobs (depending on the number
of connected printers) can be RIPed at the same time.
The default setting is automatically changed when the second printer is set.
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4. Check information of several printers in one view.
Simple information like, printer status and ink remaining, can be checked when multiple
printers are set.
Click the arrow key on the right (as indicated below)
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About Job Log Output Information
Job log information can be saved as a spreadsheet in CSV or XML file format.
It makes managing operations easier in reference to past records.
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Full Page Conversion Mode
In the previous version, the colour conversion is performed separately for image (Raster)
and illustration (vector).
This mode integrates the matching method of “Image “ and “Illustration”, and the colour
of the entire page can be converted in the same method without distinction between
Image and colour.
Example of using multiple printers:
This function is useful for customers who often print with the transparency feature.
Roland Versaworks integrates the colour matching method and it eliminates the colour
difference between image (Raster) and illustration (vector) data which occurs when using
the transparency feature of Adobe Illustrator.
It is now possible to print them in the same colour.

Select [Full Page Conversion Mode] from the pull down menu in [Preset] of [Colour Management] or,
Click [Properties] of [Colour Management] and select [Full Page Conversion Mode] from the pull
down menu.
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About Error Diffusion
Error Diffusion has been added to achieve higher-definition and smoother
expression.
Compatibility: All the inkjet products supported by Roland VersaWorks.

Error Diffusion is one of the Dithering technique, which produces unavailable
tones by using mixture of limited colors. The technique obtains high-definition
image and reduces more granularity by not generating a regular pattern.
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When performing the Tiling function, because of the deteriorated printer
heads and the individual differences of the print heads, slight colour differences
may occur at the right and left end of the printer. Therefore, there may be a
slight mismatching of the colours at the joined part of the tiles.
To solve this problem, locate the odd-numbered and the even-numbered tile
in alternate angles so that the sides that are to be joined are printed in the same
colour tendency.
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All-color Adjustment in the Level Adjustment
Color adjustment of CMYK in the Level Adjustment used to be set individually. It is now available to set
the level of all colors at once in the Level Adjustment of Color Adjustment menu. It is useful for
changing the tone of all colors at one time.
Just by turning off the check box of "Set individual level" on the upper left in the Level Adjustment
window, you can adjust the level of all colors as per the figure below.

CMYK are adjusted individually
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500 colours of new metallic spot colours have been added to the existing
12 colours of Roland metallic colours.
Based on the Roland Colour System Library concept, it is possible to design
a graphic using the output chart of metallic colours. No need to try create your
own colour base settings.
Supported programs:
Adobe Illustrator 10/CS/CS2/Cs3
CorelDraw 11/12/13

Start Roland Versaworks to set the output in property of Queue A.
Output the Roland Metallic Colour System chart from [MEDIA]
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Start Adobe Illustrator, select [RMCSL SpotColour only.ai] from [Window] > [Swatch Libraries]
> [Other Library]. Choose the colour starting with “RVW-” which you chose at Step 1 from
the library.

Start printing by Roland VersaWorks.
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Adding the Roland Colour Palette to CorelDraw
Roland Colour Library
The Roland Colour Library is a great tool for achieving predictable colour on your Roland Printer.
In order to assist in the design stage of production, Roland Versaworks (ver 2.62 and above) includes
Swatch Library files for CorelDraw. Designers simply install the colour library into CorelDraw and begin
using the supplied colours in their design.
The following steps provide a great way to add the Roland Colour Library to the Custom Spot Colour
Palette with minimal amount of effort.
Tech Tip:
Prior to installing the Roland Colour Library, it is always a good idea to update both the Roland Versaworks
Application and the printer firmware. Refer to the document “ Updating Roland Versaworks Application”
and “Updating Printer Firmware” for instructions for the Roland printer.

Step 1
Under the Tools menu, select Palette Editor
Step 2
In the palette editor select
“Custom Spot Colours” from the pull down
menu on the top (it should be in the User
Palettes folder). Click on the “Add Colour”
button.

Custom Spot Colours

Add Colour button
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Step 3
Select the Palettes tab at the top of the dialog box.
Under the Palettes Tab, there is a small Folder
Icon next to the Pull Down menu.
Click on the Folder Icon.
This will open up a browse window. Navigate to
C:\Program Files\Roland Versaworks\Swatch\
CorelDraw.
Select the Userinks.cpl

Step 4
Select all of the Roland colours and
the select the add to palette button
at the bottom.
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Using Roland Colour in CorelDraw

Step 1
To use the Roland Colour Library in a
Corel document, simply open a new
document.
Then select Window - Colour Palettes Colour Palette Browser

Step 2
In the Palette browser, click on the
“Plus” (+) sign to the left of the User’s
Palettes to open the folder (as shown).
Then put a check in the box next to
Custom Spot Colours. A floating dialogue
box with Roland Colour Library should
open in the window.
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Maximizing Print/Cut Accuracy with Multiple Copies
Print a Row, Cut a Row workflow.
Maximizing Print/Cut Accuracy with Multiple Copies
It is no mystery that the longer a print and cut job is, the less accurate the cut alignment becomes. Here’s
a Versaworks tip to help improve workflow and cut accuracy on jobs that call for multiple copies, using the
CustomCUT feature within Versaworks.
Typical Setup
First let’s look at the typical job setup in
Versaworks. The figure on the right shows
a standard job in Versaworks. This job
contains 30 copies of a specific object.
All 30 decals will be printed first and then
cut automatically in a single routine. In
the case of some materials, this will drive
the printer to travel a long distance,
resulting in displacement or a slight
mismatch between the printed object and
its cut contour over the course of the job.
The CustomCUT feature in Versaworks
allows the user to subdivide the page into
multiple segments, instructing the printer
to print and cut in smaller segments
resulting in great print and cut registration
accuracy.

Step 1
Choosing how many rows to print & cut.
with this workflow, Versaworks will
subdivide the job into multiple pages to
process. Here are the steps to create a
smaller page size.
A. First make all the desired settings for
the job. This would include number of
copies, size, quality settings etc.....
B. Navigate back to [Layout] and record
the current width of the material in the printer.
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C. Once the width has been recorded,
select the [Size] drop down and select
[CustomCUT]. Notice that the width of the
setup has changed back to the default
width (max. of printer) and the height
changed to 2641.60mm.

D. Right click in the [Width] area again and
select paste. This enters the correct width
of the material currently loaded in the
printer, which was copied from the previous
step.

E. Now it’s time to determine how many
rows are to be processed at a time. In the
[Scaling] area of the layout window, there
are four selections. Scaling, width, height
and fit to media.
The height in this area refers to the height
of each decal, or in this case, each row.
Change the 2641.60mm height in the
[Media Settings] field to be just slightly
larger than that in the Scaling field. The
preview at the right will change to reflect
each row as a different page.
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Adding PerfCut into CorelDraw

1. Select Tools - Palette Editor

2. Select Your Document palette
or custom palette. Add a colour

3. Select a colour from the mixer
and then add to palette
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4. Select on the colour and
make sure it is a spot colour,
then Rename it to PerfCutContour

Save the palette, your colour should appear
in the document palette on the right hand side

5. Finished artwork should look like this.

6. Save the artwork as a .PDF or .EPS file

7. Open the file in Roland Versaworks by
selecting File then Add Job to Queue A.
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8. Select where the file is located and press
Open.

9. The file will then be added to the print queue.

10. Double click on the job to open the Job
Properties dialogue box. Single click on the
Cut Controls tab on the left hand side.

11. Make the settings for the PerfCutContour and
the Contour Cut. Set the Contour Cut options as
the normal specifications for the media used.
Perforated Cut Controls:
- Normal Pressure Length is the size of the area
that will not be cut, the tabs that hold the graphic
in place.
- Perforation Length specifies the length of the
area to be cut.
- Perforation Pressure is the down force that will
be used to cut through the media.

Note:
If the Perforated Cut Controls box is not visible
in the Cut Controls tab, the PerfCutContour
line was not properly read by the software.
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Job Details for Costing

Under Quality setting you can see the estimated time for a print.

In the Preview window you can see
an estimated ink usage for the job
as well as the print area for the job
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Click View - Job Log, here you can see a detailed ink usage of the job.

With all this information
you are able to cost
effectively

Eg. This Job used 1.77cc of ink @ R2.15 p/cc
+ 0.6m x 0.42m = 0.25 sqm of vinyl @ R16.00 p/sqm
At 9min for printing time @ R150 p/hr
Time - R2.50 x 9min = R22.50
Vinyl - R16 x 0.25 = R4.00
Ink - R2.15 x 1.77 = R3.80
Total Cost = R30.30

*Note: Ink & Vinyl is only R7.80p/sqm.
Cost is in the time NOT consumables.
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Notes
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Notes

